
 
 

 

MMDVM Hotspot Configuration  
 

The ttci MMDVM hotspot is a completely assembled MMDVM board over a Raspberry Pi Zero 

W and with Pi-Star software already installed. A few steps are needed however to get you 

online and on the air with the hotspot.   

Initial Step – One time Only 

I. WiFi Configuration by Creating a WPA_Supplicant.conf File  (See section II for an 

alternative method to configure WiFi on your Hotspot) 

Note: the MMDVM Hotspot only operates on 2.4GHz WiFi due to the Raspberry Pi Zero 

W capability and requires a minimum of 2 Amperes DC 5V supply via USB.  

1. Point your PC browser to https://www.pistar.uk/wifi_builder.php  

 
 

2. Select Country code (US or your specific county). In the SSID field enter your WiFi SSID 

name 

https://www.pistar.uk/wifi_builder.php


 
 

 

3. In the PSK field enter you WiFi’s password. Note: your WiFi password should not contain 

any special characters, just letters and numbers. 

4. Click on Submit, a file called “wpa_supplicant.conf” will be generated and downloaded 

to your PC, note the location of the downloaded file which will be needed in the next 

steps 

5. While MMDVM Hotspot is turned OFF, remove the microSD card from the MMDVM 

Hotspot and insert into your PC (you may need a microSD adapter)  

6. If you get this message, Do Not format disk, click Cancel to ignore 

 

7. The root folder directory will show like the screenshot below 

   



 
 

 

8. Copy file “wpa_supplicant.conf” and paste it anywhere in the “boot:” directory 

9. Safely eject the microSD card from your PC, and insert back into the MMDVM Hotspot 

NOTE: If you have generated a WPA_supplicant file previously, your computer may add 

extra characters to the file name. You MUST delete the extra characters of the File Name 

before copying into the microSD card boot directory, otherwise the wifi config won’t be 

recognized. 

 

II. WiFi Setup using auto AP (Access Point Mode) – Initial One Time Only Step 

 

If you do not wish to perform the steps above, plug in your hotspot to a reliable power source 

(minimum 2A 5V DC) and wait about 5 minutes.   

• The hotspot will go into AP mode and will broadcast a WiFi SSID of Pi Star or Pi Star Setup.  

• Using your PC, connect to the SSID Pi Star (note there is no internet connection at this 

point)  

• Open a browser, type pi-star.Local or the IP address of the AP gateway (most will default to 

192.168.50.1) into the URL field 

• Once the Pi Star Dashboard is showing on the web browser, go to Configuration (username: 

pi-star and password: raspberry) 

• Scroll down to the Wireless Configuration section and click on Configure WiFi 



 
 

 

 
• Scan for available WiFi networks by clicking on “Scan for Networks”, select your home WiFi, 

enter password, add/save 

o You may enter the WiFi network manually and click “Save (and Connect)”. NOTE: 

Hotspot will not connect, you actually have to reboot it first. See screen shot below. 



 
 

 

 
• Reboot hotspot and it will now connect to your home WiFi, a new IP address will be 

acquired. 

Note: You may add several WiFi networks using this manual method, example if you have WiFi 

at home and another at work, vehicle, etc…  

 

III. Accessing Your Hotspot After Connecting to Home WiFi Network (This is how you will 

access your hotspot going forward) 

NOTE: Once the MMDVM Hotspot has connected to your home WiFi, it will no longer 

broadcast an AP network called Pi Star 

• Connect your PC to your home WiFi network and type pi-star.Local into your browser to 

view Pi Star dashboard. 



 
 

 

• If the URL pi-star.Local doesn’t work, log into your WiFi router and look at the list of 

connected devices to find the IP address of the hotspot, device/hostname is called Pi Star. 

Type that IP address into the browser and you will see the Pi Star dashboard. Proceed to 

next section for Configuration. 

 

IV. MMDVM Hotspot Initial Settings for DMR (You only need to follow these steps during initial 

setup) 
 

1. If MMDVM hotspot is already ON and you’re connected to the Pi Star dashboard, skip to 

step 7  

2. Power-On the MMDVM Hotspot by connecting the USB cable to a power source, wall 

wart or battery pack. A minimum 2 Amps DC supply is needed. 

3. Wait 3-5 minutes for the MMDVM Hotspot to boot up 

4. Ensuring that both the MMDVM Hotspot and your PC are running on the same WiFi 

network, launch your browser and point it to pi-star.Local do not include www or http 

5. The Pi-Star dashboard will open up  

6. Note: If the Pi-Star dashboard does not open up on your browser, try the following steps 

a. Move both the PC and MMDVM Hotspot close to the WiFi Router 

b. Open your home WiFi router manager and look at list of connected devices to find 

the IP address of the MMDVM hotspot, the hostname is pi-star 

c. Type IP address in the browser 

7. Once Pi-Star dashboard is open, click on “Configuration” enter username “pi-star” 

password “raspberry”  

8. See screenshot below: Under “Control Software” and “MMDVMHost Configuration” 

ensure the highlighted selections are set, then click on “Apply Changes”. Do not move 

to the next section until you save by clicking apply changes. The MMDVM Hotspot will 

reboot and be back on within 20 seconds approximately 



 
 

 

 

9. Scroll down to next section “General Configuration” 

10. Enter your ham call sign, DMR ID*  You will need to apply for a DMR ID at 

https://www.radioid.net/register#!  Request new digital ID 

11. Select a free UHF frequency for your MMDVM Hotspot, ensuring it does not interfere 

with nearby repeaters and avoid selecting the satellite band frequencies (435.000-

438.000MHz) 

12.  Optional: Enter Lat, Long, Town and Grid, Country, URL (point to your QRZ page)  

13.  Very important; Select Radio/Modem Type:  STM-32-DVM  / MMDVM_HS – Raspberry 

Pi Hat (GPIO) 

https://www.radioid.net/register


 
 

 

14.  Enter timezone and language then click “Apply Changes” and wait for Hotspot to reboot   

 

15.  Next step select the BrandMeister Master server geographically closest to you, visit 

https://wiki.brandmeister.network/index.php/United_States_of_America for details 

16.  Select Color Code 1, and “Apply Changes” wait for Hotspot to reboot before moving to 

next step 

https://wiki.brandmeister.network/index.php/United_States_of_America


 
 

 

17.  Firewall Configuration: select these options and “Apply Changes” wait for Hotspot to 

reboot 

You’re almost done! 

V. Frequency Offsets  (This is Optional as Most New Hotspots Do Not Require an Offset 

Value, check label on box to see if offsets are needed) 

1. If your hotspot needs frequency offsets, then Click on Expert, then on MMDVMHost 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

2. Scroll down to “Modem” and enter numeric value in RXOffset and TXOffset, then 

finally click “Apply Changes” and wait for hotspot to reboot.  NOTE: to confirm the 

correct offsets for your MMDVM Hotspot, look at the label on the package, or 

sometimes for a sticker at the bottom of the MMDVM board.  To view the board, 

turn off Hotspot, remove antenna and gently pull apart the metal cover and look 

under the MMDVM PCB board which is the upper board with a screen, there maybe 

a white sticker attached at the bottom with the correct value. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

VI. Using the Hotspot 

Program your DMR radio codeplug to use the frequency of your MMDVM Hotspot, Color 

Code and add channels and appropriate talkgroups to start enjoying DMR.  There are 

many resources and videos online for how to create a DMR codeplugs (aka DMR 

channels) for specific radios. 



 
 

 

Pi-Star Activity Dashboard  

  

 

 

VII. Advanced Steps (optional but recommended) 

• Ensure you place the hotspot a few feet near your WiFi router to have a reliable 

connections 

• Upgrade the Hotspot  by going to Expert > and click on Upgrade. 



 
 

 

• Once Upgrade is completed, click on “Update” and wait for the database files and 

other libraries to be updated and finished—The process takes several minutes, 

observe the display of the hotspot for the indication that it is back in standby mode   

• DO NOT interrupt the update process until it’s completely finished – see screen shot 

below 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

VIII. Best Practices 

 

To turn off the hotspot, click on Admin, then Power and Shutdown, wait 30 seconds and 

then unplug the power 

 

 

**Another method to power off the hotspot is by creating specific private contacts and 

enabling settings in the hotspot which will allow you to PTT those private contacts and either 

shut down or reboot or restart the hotspot. Search online for “setup pi star remote RF 

commands” to learn the specific steps. 

There are many more options and features available, such as viewing Pi Star dashboard on a 

mobile phone, search on Google or YouTube for these resources.  


